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High Throughput Ion Chromatography  
System:   Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ ICS-5000+ HPIC™ Modular dual IC system 
  (Figure 1)  

Column:   Dionex IonPac AS11-HC-4μm,  2 x 250 mm with Dionex  
  IonPac AG11-HC-4μm, 2 x 50 mm pre-column (guard) 

KOH Gradient:  10 mM (-3–0.2 min), 10–85 mM (0.2–17 min); 85 mM (17– 19 min),  
  10 mM (19.1–20.0 min)  

Gradient Source:  Dionex EGC 500 KOH cartridge  

Eluent Flow:   0.38 mL/min  

Column Temp.: 35 °C 

Desalting Suppressor:  Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ AERS™ 500 anion electrolytically  
  regenerated suppressor, external water mode at 0.60 mL/min  

Desolvation Solvent: Methanol 

System Pressure: 4400 psi 

 
Mass Spectrometry 
HRAM MS:   Thermo Scientific™ Q Exactive HF™ quadrupole-Orbitrap MS 

Mode:  ESI Negative 

Resolution:  Full mass scan (m/z 67-1000) at resolution (120,000),  

AGC target:  Automatic Gain Control target of 1x106 ions  

MIT:  Maximum ion injection time of 100 ms.  

Source ionization   

* Spray Voltage: 3.5 kV  * Transfer temperature:  Capillary, 320 °C 

* Transfer temperature:  Capillary, 320 °C * Heater temperature: Aux, 325 °C 

* S-Lens:  50  * Sheath/Aux gas: 36/5 arbitrary units 

 
Software and Data Analysis  
 
The programming is managed by new interface software (Thermo Scientific™ Standard Instrument 
Integration (SII)) for coupling Thermo Scientific™ Xcalibur™ software and Thermo Scientific™ 
Chromeleon™ Chromatography Data System (CDS), version 7.)  
 
Differential analysis of profiling data was performed using Thermo Scientific™ SIEVE™ software. 
Targeted analysis of TCA compounds was performed using Thermo Scientific™ TraceFinder™ 
version 3 software. 

ABSTRACT  
Purpose: Demonstrate targeted metabolomics analysis of TCA metabolites using capillary and high 
throughput ion chromatography with a high resolution accurate mass (HRAM) mass spectrometry.  
 
Methods: The anionic metabolites were separated by anion-exchange chromatography using a 
gradient at 380 µL/min and optimized to resolve key phosphate isobars. The mobile phase was 
desalted by an electrolytic device to convert potassium hydroxide gradient to pure water which makes 
it compatible with mass spectrometry. Methanol was added to aid in desolvation. The method was 
applied to head and neck cancer cell lines provided by UCLA School of Dentistry. Differential analysis 
was performed using Thermo Scientific™ Compound Discoverer™ software. Components of interest 
(p-value <0.05, fold change >2) were identified using high resolution accurate mass, MS/MS and 
retention time. 
 
Results: Metabolomic profiling was conducted to identify biomarkers for oral squamous cell 
carcinoma (OSCC) metastasis, 3 paired OSCC cell lines (UM1, UM5, CSC) with wild-type controls. 
Cap IC demonstrated outstanding separation and peak shape for anionic polar metabolites with 
increased sensitivities >100-fold as compared to RPLC and HILIC methods. Differential analysis 
revealed significant changes in energy metabolism pathways, e.g., glycolysis cycle and tricarboxylic 
acid cycle. Comparable results with greater  reproducibility were found using high throughput on a 
microbore column set. 

INTRODUCTION 
Cancer, diabetes, and other metabolomics diseases are known to disrupt metabolomics cycles. [1] 
However, researching metabolomics pathways can be challenging. Many of the analytes are small 
ionic and structural isomers with the same fragmentation pattern, and therefore require 
chromatographic separation. Standard liquid chromatography methods have limited chromatographic 
resolving power for these types of metabolites. [2] Ion chromatography (IC), designed for the 
separation of ionic compounds, is ideal for the separation of ionic metabolites. However, IC has not 
been frequently utilized for researching metabolomics diseases. Here we demonstrate IC as a 
complementary separation technique by providing superior resolution and sensitivity of polar 
metabolites combined with the high resolution accurate mass measurement (HRAM) capabilities to 
differentiate isobaric metabolites. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sample Preparation 
UMS1, UMS2, UMSCC5 and UMSCC6 head and neck cancer cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s 
modified eagle medium (DMEM) plus 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 U/mL), and 
streptomycin (100 μg/mL). The cells were maintained at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator and 
passaged when they reached 90–95% confluence. Cell number of representative samples were 
counted: UM1: 3.46 M, UM2: 2.88 M, UMSCC5: 2.88 M, MSCC6: 3.06 M/plate. Wild-type controls 
with biological replicates and three cancer lines (UMSCC1, UMSCC5, cancer stem-like cells (CSC)) 
were harvested and counted. Cellular metabolites were extracted using the liquid nitrogen snap-
freezing method with methanol/water. 
 
Capillary Ion Chromatography  
 
System:   Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ ICS-4000 Integrated Capillary IC system 

Column:   Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ IonPac™ AS11HC-4μm, 0.4 x 250 mm  
  with Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ IonPac™ AG11HC-4μm, 0.4 x 50 mm 
  pre-column (guard) 

KOH Gradient:  2 mM (0–5 min), 2–13 mM (5–13.5 min); 13–20 mM (13.5– 22.5 min), 
  20–70 mM (22.5–31.5 min), 70 mM (31.5–37.5 min),  
  2 mM (37.6–45.1 min)  

Gradient Source:  Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ EGC KOH capillary cartridge  

Eluent Flow:   25 µL/min  

Column Temperature:  30 °C  

Desalter:   Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ ACES™ 300 anion capillary electrolytic  
  suppressor, external water mode, 60 µL/min  

Desolvation Solvent:   Methanol, 10 µL/min  

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 Highly evasive UM1 cells and UMSCC5 cells indicated higher levels of TCA metabolites. 

 IC-HRAM MS provides the needed sensitivity, sensitivity, and resolving power to analyze the 
metabolites research needed to research metabolomic diseases.  

 Ion chromatography provides chromatographic sensitivity, and selectivity of small polar 
metabolites without derivitization. These include many structural isomers that are 
challenging for other separation techniques.  

 HRAM Orbitrap MS technology provides high resolving power and accurate mass to 
detect and quantify metabolites, including low mass, small polar metabolites. 

 More information can be found in Thermo Fisher Scientific Application Notes, AN622 (Targeted), 
AN1137 (Non-Targeted). www.thermofisher.com/metabolomics 
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Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Dionex ICS-5000+ HPIC dual IC to Q Exactive HF Mass 
Spectrometer  

RESULTS 
Comparison of Cap IC- and HILIC-HRAM The separation and response of twenty-one polar 
metabolites at 600 ppb were compared using Cap IC (green), HILIC (blue), UHLPC (not shown) with 
HRAM mass spectrometer in full scan mode (Figure 2). See Reference 1 for HILIC conditions. Cap 
IC-HRAM showed better peak shape, higher response, and better resolution of isobaric compounds. 
The resolution was similar (not shown) at 60 ppt (10,000-fold less) with ∆RT < 0.04 min. Separations 
and peak responses by UHPLC were poor, whereas separations for most metabolites were good with 
HILIC except for important isomeric compounds. In comparison, Cap IC had baseline resolution for 
sugar monophosphates (5, 6, 7), citrate isomers  (13, 14), aconitate isomers (15, 16), and sugar 
diphosphates (18, 19) isomers.  
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The LODs ranged from 0.05 to 0.5 nM with 0.2 to 3.4 fmol on column S/N 3–20. The Cap IC 
analytical sensitivity was ~10 to 100x better than HILIC. In addition, the cap IC-HRAM mass 
spectroscopy method resolved > 5x more of the challenging sugar phosphates at 10–100x 
higher response (Figure 3).  

FIGURE 2. Superior resolution of isotopic polar metabolites (600 ppb) using Cap IC 
(green) versus HILIC (blue)  

High Throughput IC  
To increase the throughput and obtain reproducibility needed for analysis of larger sample 
batches, the IC gradient slope and gradient was modified for a 20 min run and the analytes 
were separated on a 2 mm i.d. format column.3 The Dionex ICS-5000+ HPIC system facilitated 
the analysis. To minimize sample consumption and to increase sensitivity, the autosampler 
transfer line to the IC and from the IC to the MS were replaced with 0.005” i.d. PEEK tubing, a 
partial loop injection was optimized with cut volume and bubble size. This method had similar 
high resolution results (Figures 4-5) as the capillary IC method. Retention time reproducibility 
was evaluated of 150 injection (Figure 5). 

Figure 3.  Cap IC-Q Exactive HF detected (A) 11 Sugar monophosphates and (B) Nine 
sugar diphosphates from cancer cell lysates  

FIGURE 4. 11 Sugar monophosphates and 9 Di-phosphate Sugars  Detected by IC-HRAM MS 
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Cell Studies 
 
UMSCC1 and UMSCC2 cells were initially established from the same tumor of a tongue cancer 
patient. However, UM1 cells are highly invasive whereas UM2 cells are less invasive. Similarly 
UMSCC5 cells are significantly more invasive than UMSCC6 cells. Cancer stem-like cells (CSC) 
were present in the highly invasive UM1 cells, compared to non-stem cancer cells (NSCC) 
observation (Figure 5). 
 

Figure 6. Comparison of Cancer Stem Cells (CSC) UM1 and Non-Stem Cancer like Cells 
(NSCC) UM6 Cell Uptake 

Figure  5. Retention Time Stability of Fructose 6-Phosphate (Peak 9, Figure  4 top) over 
150 Injections  of Cell Lysate Samples 

Figure 7. Targeted Analysis Show Differences Between the CSC and the  NSCC Cells 
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Peak #9, F6P, 7.94 min  
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Calculated amounts of TCA metabolites per plate cells (avg. ~ 3M) and replicate numbers in UM1, 2, 5, 
and 6. It is known that UM5 cells consume a very large amount of glucose and secrete a lot of lactate in 
cell culture. These experiments showed confirming results, that pyruvate and other metabolites level are 
significantly higher in UM5. (Figure 7) 

Peak 9 (F6P): 7.93±0.03 min 

Lypholized cell lysate samples were reconstituted with isotopic labeled standards to reduce sample 
spiking effects. Eleven levels of calibration standards were created randomly in triplicate. The data 
was analyzed using TraceFinder software (not shown). The linear range showed five orders of 
magnitude from 0.1 to 10000 pg/μL (2 μL injection) with R2 > 0.995 (except for succinic acid-13C4, 
R2 = 0.987).  
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